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Technology Products & Technology Services 
Falcon Complete™ revolutionizes endpoint security by providing all of the components required for a mature 

endpoint security posture, from the initial setup and day-to-day operations to the prevention and detection of 

threats, all the way to full incident handling, including immediate remote remediation and recovery.

CrowdStrike Falcon Complete™ is the only endpoint security solution with built-in proactive threat hunting and 

remote remediation, backed by a team of security experts that serves as your force multiplier, 24/7.

Client Benefit: 

 Falcon Complete™ provides all the technologies and services 

required to instantly implement and continuously run a mature 

endpoint security program

 Protects against all types of attacks

 Combines the best prevention technologies

 Frees your IT and security teams from daily, time-consuming 

endpoint security tasks

 Reduces risk with immediate remote remediation of incidents 

 Falcon Complete™ dramatically reduces the risks of a serious 

breach. In addition, the Falcon team assists with guidance and 

expertise to help your teams with any security concerns they 

might have

 Immediate time-to-value: easy deployment, immediately 

operational, zero impact on performance
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Technology Services 
CrowdStrike—Adversary Emulation (Red Team Exercises)

CrowdStrike’s premier Red Team service offering helps organizations gauge their readiness to withstand an 

attack from the most advanced adversaries. During this test, experienced consultants mimic current attacker 

techniques in an attempt to gain access to an organization’s network and compromise specific assets.

Client Benefit: 

 Understand how a cyber attack on an organization would manifest 

throughout the network environment

 Determine what a malicious actor can do with access to the 

network environment 

 Measure how effective your current security posture is at 

preventing, detecting and responding to a targeted attack 

 Receive documented proof how a targeted attacker could 

penetrate a network and compromise confidential information. In 

addition, document defensive capabilities that succeeded in 

preventing the simulated attacks.
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